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 rim shook the antique bell, and the two started toward him, white and 
white through snowpacked air, plodding a gash through snow of the field, 
nostrils’ steam pushing through. Closer. slackening their heavy paces, one 
with a gold neckbell, the other with a brickred bell. rim thought as the 
bells came. that the sun rang where there was no sun. that blood clanged 
through the air. 
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“ Consider what it is to listen and  
understand. . . in a certain sense we  
have to become the other. . . or  
suspend our identities, after which  
we come back to ourselves. . . . 
To hear is actually a kind of obedience.”
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they came up huge  
and dipped  
  low  
under the barn’s  
creaking lean-to,  
   tongues  
rasping the salt lick,  
        eyes  
like ripe cherries.

rim moved around them with gloved hands and a hammer,  
leaned far over, broke the disk  
in the icebound bucket, gave the snowbeasts water.   
rim with no love there and no hate, working  
for cattle, working for a few bucks  
in a crippling season, fed the two the pent  
arms of hay crimped in a rick.  
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“ Touch the great artery. Feel it bound like a deer  
in the might of its lightness, and know the thun-
derless boil of the blood. Lean for a bit against 
this bone. It is the only memento you will leave  
to the earth. Its tacitness is everlasting. In the 
hush of the tissue wait with me for the shaft of 
pronouncement.”
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“ . . .of what is real, . . . and our presence,  
which to us seems so solid, laden with gravity, 
is to them no more than a momentary void in 
motion through the air.”

“ Bone is power. . . . this tissue that has double 
the strength of oak? One cubic inch of which 
will stand a crushing force of two tons?”

 Not long before the first winter storm, Rim had seen the two cropping 
apples in the orchard across from the barn. late fall, when the unpicked 
apples sank through their wounds, when rim’s job one day in the orchard 
was raking and shoveling up cedar chips. Chips of blood and bone, rim 
thought, the flesh of wood and its splintered skeleton. 


